
The Most Advanced
Atmospheric Enclosure 
in the Industry  
The Unitek Benchmark Generation 3 Atmospheric Enclosure 

is a rugged, tight, Windows NT ® computer-controlled 

atmospheric enclosure.  It provides a safe, easy-to-access and

easy-to-use enclosure optimized for hermetic sealing.  Constructed of Type

304 internally polished stainless steel for easy maintenance, the Generation 3’s sturdy

tubular steel frame provides solid support for all automation and motion requirements.

The enclosure features an easily-removed safety glass viewing window.  The window is

equipped with glove ports that have built-in armrests and butyl gloves.  The design of the Generation 3 

conforms to the ergonomic standards of NASA-STD-3000, allowing comfortable use for a broad range of body

types.  It provides maximum dexterity, visibility, comfort and range of motion. 

Generation 3
Atmospheric Enclosure
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ultimate in computer-controlled

atmospheric enclosures.

• Fully-integrated hardware, 
controlled by Benchmark’s advanced 
architecture Windows NT-based 
software provides maximum yield by 
eliminating the risk of operator error.  
Constant monitoring of the glove box 
environment and computer-controlled 
door locks guarantee that the desired 
environment is reached and maintained
within the enclosure.

• Contamination-free environment is 
achieved through independent vacuum
pumping systems on all ovens and 
interchanges.  Each pumping system 
is dedicated to completely and 
automatically evacuate its designated 
chamber.

• Multiple vacuum bakeout oven 
configurations with temperature ranges 
of ambient to 300°C are available.  
Exclusive closed-loop computer control 
and monitoring of each oven surface, 
including heated shelves, ensures their 
temperature stability.

• Automatic push button inner and 
outer doors. The Generation 3 doors 
are easy to operate, yet its exclusive 
closed-loop computer control prevents
accidental or out-of-sequence door 
opening, maintaining integrity of 
the enclosed environment.

• Fully-integrated automatic electronic
gas pressure control system, with 
user-selectable set points, includes 
oil-less check valve.

• Moisture and oxygen monitoring 
available for real-time environmental 
control, both with user-selectable 
weld process inhibit levels to insure 
that no parts are sealed unless the 
specified environmental conditions 
have been reached.

• Helium gas mixing is easily 
achieved using the Generation 3’s 
integrated helium monitoring and gas 
mixing capabilities. 

• ISO 9000/Military specification 
traceability through Benchmark’s 
total environmental control, monitoring
and reporting.

• The modular, configurable design 
of the Generation 3 allows you to 
customize the system to fully meet 
your process requirements.

• Multi-level password control for 
operator, process engineer, and 
service engineer allow tight control 
of all process parameters.

• LAN interface port available for 
remote monitoring.

• Calibrated to NIST standards.

• CE certification available. 
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